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Abstract: In the realm of computer security, the username/password standard is becoming increas-

ingly antiquated. Usage of the same username and password across various accounts can leave a 

user open to potential vulnerabilities. Authentication methods of the future need to maintain the 

ability to provide secure access without a reduction in speed. Facial recognition technologies are 

quickly becoming integral parts of user security, allowing for a secondary level of user authentica-

tion. Augmenting traditional username and password security with facial biometrics has already 

seen impressive results; however, studying these techniques is necessary to determine how effective 

these methods are within various parameters. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a power-

ful classification approach which is often used for image identification and verification. Quite re-

cently, CNNs have shown great promise in the area of facial image recognition. The comparative 

study proposed in this paper offers an in-depth analysis of several state-of-the-art deep learning 

based-facial recognition technologies, to determine via accuracy and other metrics which of those 

are most effective. In our study, VGG-16 and VGG-19 showed the highest levels of image recogni-

tion accuracy, as well as F1-Score. The most favorable configurations of CNN should be docu-

mented as an effective way to potentially augment the current username/password standard by 

increasing the current method’s security with additional facial biometrics. 

Keywords: Convolutional Neural Networks; authentication; biometrics; face biometrics; facial 

recognition; classification methods 

 

1. Introduction 

Biometrics are measurements of human characteristics that can be used for authenti-

cation purposes. These unique characteristics are nearly impossible to spoof, copy, or du-

plicate perfectly; this makes them an ideal candidate for increasing the security of user 

authentication. Facial biometrics in particular have shown great promise for authentica-

tion purposes, in part due to the way that user faces that can be accurately discerned and 

identified by systems [1,2]. 

In the past, the username/password standard was a sufficient level of security for 

most computer users; however, as time marches on, the methods of attackers and intrud-

ers have become more advanced. An intruder who is able to gain access to a user’s com-

puter, or who has a high level of knowledge about that user, could potentially be able to 

bypass the standard security of a computer system. As such, it has become necessary to 

augment or potentially replace the current username/password standard with a new sys-

tem that uses facial biometrics to increase the level of security. 

Several different systems have already been proposed to work with the 

username/password standard to increase the current state of computer security; unfortu-
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nately, while they do achieve various levels of success, they are not entirely without draw-

backs. Although single sign-on WebIDs have shown effectiveness as a first line of defense 

against attacks [3], when deployed as a single system, their security as a standalone pack-

age is often lacking [4,5]. If an intruder is able to attain access to a user’s unique certificate 

or their computer, they can quickly compromise a single sign-on WebID system if it does 

not have any additional security measures [6,7]. 

Conversely, WebIDs that have been enhanced with biometric authentication are 

harder to overcome, but this added security also increases the system’s overall computa-

tional costs [8]. Additional schemas, including Eigenfaces [9,10] and Fisherfaces [11,12], 

work well at classifying images; however, their inability to handle the pace needed for 

real-time biometric authentication is an issue that can cause major problems when mar-

ried to some authentication systems [13]. 

Various methods for facial recognition have also considered, including Artificial 

Neural Networks (ANNs) based on feed-forward classification. Several papers that use 

this type of classification indeed exist in the literature, including pattern recognition de-

tection [14] and wavelet-based image classification [15]. In our research, it was determined 

that non-recurrent networks such as these, where information travels only in one direc-

tion, would be insufficient to the increasingly arduous process of facial image recognition 

[16]. 

The problem at hand is intricate and complex. As advances in technologies continue, 

and as attackers make use of such measures, the username/password standard is quickly 

becoming outdated. While several different attempts to increase the security of systems 

have been undertaken, those attempts have seen limited success. Further research into 

other methods, namely Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), should be investigated. 

CNNs are powerful texture classification schemas which have been introduced to the 

realm of facial recognition with great success [17]. While the accuracy of CNNs has been 

thoroughly studied in a multitude of papers and journals, to our best knowledge, an ex-

tensive analysis to determine the best CNN for facial recognition has not yet been under-

taken. 

There are a multitude of CNN models available in the literature that have been used 

for facial recognition. These CNNs have various parameters that can be adjusted for the 

purpose of increasing accuracy with respect to facial recognition. In this study, a contri-

bution to the area of facial recognition was made with our experiments into the efficacy 

of various types of CNNs. 

We need to select the most favorable of these CNN models, and then provide an en-

vironment that puts these CNNs on a level playing field to compare their ability to 

properly discern faces. In addition, after testing these various CNNs, we need to establish 

a method for discerning which of these is best suited to the task of facial recognition. There 

are several different methods available for this task, including overall image accuracy as 

well as classification report metrics. 

It was our goal for our proposed system to solve all the problems put forth by the 

previous questions. We undertook significant research into various CNN methods found 

in the literature prior to completing this work. Over 100 different methods were examined 

to determine their ability with regards to facial image recognition, which led to the selec-

tion of the eight current CNN models that we used in our study. 

There currently exist many studies about deep learning models with respect to facial 

images, including for video surveillance [18], as well as more general surveys and analysis 

[19,20]. However, our work differed greatly from them in both the number of deep learn-

ing models that we tested as well as the scope of the CNNs that we selected for testing. 

Our main contributions in this study included the development of an image recognition 

system with face biometrics to extensively evaluate the accuracy of eight different CNN 

algorithms in a homogenous environment. The program tested these CNN models with 

respect to recognizing facial images using their default parameters to make sure the test-

ing of these models occurred on as level a playing field as possible. We made use of the 
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same dataset for all CNN methods, so that our results can be analyzed and compared 

among those methods. 

We directly compared our models against each other using image recognition accu-

racy, as well as other accuracy measures such as a classification report. Section 2 describes 

our materials used in this paper; namely, the specific CNN variants, image dataset, and 

programming environment used. Section 3 defines the methodology of our experiments, 

including a further breakdown of the comparison of the eight different CNN models that 

were tested. Finally, Section 4 discusses the results that were obtained by the experiments, 

as well the conclusions gleaned from that work. It also outlines a pathway for potential 

future work with this topic. 

While there are several different pre-trained networks already available, the experi-

ence gained from implementing and testing our own models in a very specific environ-

ment cannot be understated. Working with a complex set of CNN models allowed us to 

increase our own knowledge of neural networks with respect to facial image recognition. 

In addition, now that we have undertaken the challenge of establishing our own system 

for working with various CNNs, future implementation and testing of pre-trained net-

works can be undertaken with relative ease. 

The CNNs that we determined to be best at image recognition accuracy were pro-

posed for augmenting the current username/password standard, but only if the results we 

obtained met the rigorous standard required to provide that level of security. This study 

was directly influenced by previous work from the authors involving Local Binary Pat-

terns (LBP) and facial biometrics [21]. 

2. Materials and Methods 

This study was conducted via a Python algorithm customized for image recognition 

with various image classification schemas. The program made use of eight popular CNN 

models, along with a single image dataset for the testing of those models. While a plethora 

of different variations of these models and different parameters for these models exist in 

the literature, we made every effort to maintain their default parameters to ensure homo-

geneous testing. This allowed us to determine with a fair degree of certainty which of 

these CNN models performed the best with respect to image recognition accuracy. 

2.1. CNN Variants Used 

While there are easily dozens, if not hundreds, of image classification variations ex-

plored in the literature [17,22], the specific CNN variants in our proposed study have 

shown themselves to be particularly adept at the task of pattern recognition, especially in 

the realm of image classification [23,24]. The variants that are used in our study consist of 

eight Deep Nets: AlexNet, Xception, and then two versions each of the following: Incep-

tion, ResNet, and VGG. A comparison of each of these different CNN variants can be 

found in the following pages (Table 1), and a brief description of each of these CNN mod-

els can be found in Section 3. 
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Table 1. Comparison of different CNN Models used in our study. 

CNN 

Model 
Established 

Total Lay-

ers 
Conv Layers 

Trainable 

Params 
Unique Feature 

AlexNet 2012 8 5 62,378,344 ReLU activation 

Xception 2016 71 36 22,855,952 
Depth-Seperable 

Convs 

Inception 

v2 
2014 48 22 55,813,192 

Wider-Parellel Ker-

nels 

Inception 

v3 
2014 48 22 23,817,352 

Wider-Parellel Ker-

nels 

ResNet50 2015 50 48 25,583,592 Simpler Mapping 

ResNet101 2015 101 99 44,601,832 Simpler Mapping 

VGG16 2014 16 13 138,357,544 Fixed-size Kernels 

VGG19 2014 19 16 143,667,240 Fixed-size Kernels 

2.2. Image Dataset Used 

For the testing of our CNN models, we decided to use a publicly available dataset 

that was specifically optimized for facial verification and recognition. To that end, we im-

plemented the Labelled faces in the Wild (LFW) Image Dataset [25]. This dataset contains 

over 13,000 images from hundreds of different celebrities (Figure 1). The photographs are 

headshots that were collected from the web, labelled with the celebrity that the headshot 

belongs to. Unlike a typical facial database, where subjects have their images captured in 

a sanitized environment, often with a solid background, images in the LFW dataset come 

from real world environments; literally ‘in the wild’. 

 

Figure 1. Example images of individuals from the Labelled Faces in the Wild (LFW) Image Dataset 

(http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/, accessed on 23 June 2021). 

Due to the specific training and testing split used with the images in this dataset, and 

because some of the celebrities had an insufficient number of images, our current testing 

environment did not use the entirely of the LFW Image Dataset. For the purposes of this 

particular study, we used 4788 celebrity images of 423 different celebrities, for an average 

of approximately 11 images per celebrity. 
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2.3. Python Environment 

Our program made use of the Python programming language for the implementation 

and testing of our CNN models and dataset. Specifically, we used the PyCharm IDE, along 

with a handful of common Python packages that are used for image recognition purposes. 

The package that contained the versions of the CNN models we utilized came from the 

Keras open-source software library (Figure 2), which is specifically tuned for interfacing 

with artificial neural networks [26]. 

 

Figure 2. Implementation of our CNN models using the Keras library. 

2.4. Structure 

After importing the Python packages needed for implementing image recognition, 

including TensorFlow, Pandas, and ImUtils, we subsequently imported the various CNN 

models we would utilize, as shown in Figure 2. As mentioned previously, we made use 

of the base CNN models wherever possible, so that adjusting most of the parameters in 

these models would not be necessary. The base parameters of these CNNs are already 

tuned for the purpose of object detection, which we made use of in facial recognition. This, 

in part, allowed for us to handle the implementation and execution of such a large variety 

of CNN models with relative ease. 

We also introduced our dataset into the program at this time, and imported Mat-

PlotLib for graph plotting functionality. Finally, we imported the packages needed for 

training and testing the model, as well as for handling the accuracy metrics, including the 

classification report. 

Once the dataset was loaded into the program and the images were processed, the 

training of the models occurred. Depending on time and memory constraints, the models 

could be tested concurrently, or they could be split up to be tested one at a time. After the 

testing of the model(s) took place, the overall image recognition accuracy and classifica-

tion reports were generated. It is at this time that we analyzed the data generated, and 

determined how each of the CNN models performed. 

It should be noted here that the program was meant to be run a multitude of times, 

taking the average accuracy and other metrics generated by all of the runs. This was to 

gain a better picture of how each CNN model handled the data as a whole, and to dis-

courage potential outliers that could indicate that a particular model performed better or 

worse than multiple tests would indicate. 

3. Methodology 

For the purpose of our testing, the models that performed poorly were documented, 

along with their accuracy and other metrics, while the CNN models that performed the 

best were also documented, and put forth as potential candidates for further scrutiny. 

These models bear further examination and analysis, as well as adjustment of their specific 

parameters towards the end goal of augmenting the current username/password standard 

with biometric authentication. 
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3.1. AlexNet 

While Convolutional Neural Networks have always been the standard for object 

recognition, they do experience one problem: they are relatively hard to apply to higher 

resolution images. AlexNet is named after its designer, Alex Krizhevsky, who created the 

CNN architecture in conjunction with Ilya Sutskever and Geoffrey Hinton [27]. It was first 

brought to recognition when it competed in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition 

Challenge in 2012. A recreation of the AlexNet architecture can be seen in Figure 3 [27]. 

 

Figure 3. AlexNet architecture recreation, based on the original image found in [27]. 

AlexNet seeks to cut down on training times and establish optimizations for usage 

with Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), as well as increasing overall accuracy and perfor-

mance. The model accomplishes this by making use of Rectified Linear Units (ReLU), as 

well as by incorporating multiple GPUs and establishing a process of overlapping pool-

ing. The implementation of these novel methods allowed for AlexNet to see a decrease in 

training time and a reduction in errors, even with an increase in dataset size [28]. 

3.2. Xception 

First proposed by Francois Chollet, this particular Convolutional Neural Network is 

adapted from the Inception CNN. The modules that one would typically find within In-

ception have been replaced with depthwise separable convolutions. The Xception model 

has nearly the exact amount of parameters as Inception v3, which is partially due to the 

fact that they share very similar architecture. A recreation of the Xception model architec-

ture can be seen in Figure 4 [29]. 

 

Figure 4. Xception recreation, based on the original image found in [29]. 
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Xception could be considered an extreme version of Inception, because it takes the 

ideas put forth by Inception much further than any version of Inception thus far proposed 

[30]. Where Inception uses 1-by-1 convolutions for cross-channel correlations, and then 

captures spatial correlations with 3-by-3 or 5-by-5 convolutions, Xception instead per-

forms 1-by-1 convolutions to every channel, then adding a 3-by-3 calculation to each of 

those outputs. This creates depthwise separable convolutions, which is what Xception 

uses to make its predictions. 

3.3. VGG-16/VGG-19 

Proposed by Karen Simonyan and Andrew Zisserman of the Oxford Robotics Insti-

tute, Visual Geometry Group (VGG) 16 and 19 are two well-established CNN models that 

work very well for the purpose of image classification and object localization [31]. In 2014, 

VGG-16 competed in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC), 

where it attained first place in the object localization challenge, and second place in the 

image classification challenge. A recreation of the original VGG architecture can be seen 

in Table 2 [31]. 

Table 2. VGG recreation, based on the original image found in [31]. 

ConvNet Configuration 

A A-LRN B C D E 

11 weight lay-

ers 

11 weight lay-

ers 

13 weight lay-

ers 

16 weight lay-

ers 

16 weight lay-

ers 

19 weight lay-

ers 

input (224 × 224 RGB image) 

conv3-64 conv3-64 conv3-64 conv3-64 conv3-64 conv3-64 
 LRN conv3-64 conv3-64 conv3-64 conv3-64 

maxpool 

conv3-128 conv3-128 conv3-128 conv3-128 conv3-128 conv3-128 
  conv3-128 conv3-128 conv3-128 conv3-128 

maxpool 

conv3-256 conv3-256 conv3-256 conv3-256 conv3-256 conv3-256 

conv3-256 conv3-256 conv3-256 conv3-256 conv3-256 conv3-256 
   conv1-256 conv3-256 conv3-256 
     conv3-256 

maxpool 

conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 

conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 
   conv1-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 
     conv3-512 

maxpool 

conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 

conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 
   conv1-512 conv3-512 conv3-512 
     conv3-512 

maxpool 

FC-4096 

FC-4096 

FC-1000 

soft-max 

VGG is able to use a relatively small architecture of 3-by-3 convolution features to 

attain impressive accuracy in image classification. The number associated with each VGG 
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model is the number of total depth layers, the majority of those being convolutional layers 

[23]. The most widely used VGG models are VGG-16 and VGG-19, which are the two 

models that we chose for our study. 

Despite being among the best CNN models at both object detection and image clas-

sification, VGG does have a few drawbacks which can make it challenging to use. Due to 

its robustness, VGG can be very slow to train; the initial VGG model was trained over a 

period of weeks on a state-of-the-art Nvidia GPU. Additionally, when VGG was utilized 

in the ILSVRC, the size of the weights used caused VGG to use a substantial amount of 

bandwidth and disk space. 

3.4. ResNet50/ResNet101 

As the task of image classification and recognition accuracy continues to become 

more complex, there is a need to create deeper and deeper neural networks to handle 

those challenges. Unfortunately, as additional layers are added, the difficulty in training 

those neural networks lead to a degradation in their accuracy. The specific architecture of 

ResNet was created to help solve this problem. 

Introduced in 2015 by Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, and Jian Sun, Re-

sidual Network (ResNet) is a type of CNN that is able to stack additional layers and attain 

increased performance and accuracy [32]. The layers that are added are able to learn more 

and more complex features, which in turn correlates to better system performance overall, 

as well as markedly increased image classification accuracy. This increase in layers needs 

to be balanced, as adding too many layers can cause an increase in error percentage as 

compared to a ResNet with fewer layers. An example of ResNet architecture can be found 

in Table 3 [32]. 

Table 3. ResNet architecture recreation, based on the original image found in [32]. 

Layer Name Output Size 18-Layer 34-Layer 50-Layer 101-Layer 152-Layer 

conv1 112 × 112 7 × 7, 64, stride 2 
  3 × 3 max pool, stride 2 
  [3 × 3, 64] [3 × 3, 64] [1 × 1, 64] [1 × 1, 64] [1 × 1, 64] 

conv2.× 56 × 56 [3 × 3, 64] × 2 [3 × 3, 64] × 3 [3 × 3, 64] × 3 [3 × 3, 64] × 3 [3 × 3, 64] × 3 
    [1 × 1, 256] [1 × 1, 256] [1 × 1, 256] 
  [3 × 3, 128] [3 × 3, 128] [1 × 1, 128] [1 × 1, 128] [1 × 1, 128] 

conv3.× 28 × 28 [3 × 3, 128] × 2 [3 × 3, 128] × 4 [3 × 3, 128] × 4 [3 × 3, 128] × 4 [3 × 3, 128] × 8 
    [1 × 1, 512] [1 × 1, 512] [1 × 1, 512] 
  [3 × 3, 256] [3 × 3, 256] [1 × 1, 256] [1 × 1, 256] [1 × 1, 256] 

conv4.× 14 × 14 [3 × 3, 256] × 2 [3 × 3, 256] × 6 [3 × 3, 256] × 6 [3 × 3, 256] × 23 [3 × 3, 256] × 36 
    [1 × 1, 1024] [1 × 1, 1024] [1 × 1, 1024] 
  [3 × 3, 512] [3 × 3, 512] [1 × 1, 512] [1 × 1, 512] [1 × 1, 512] 

conv5.× 7 × 7 [3 × 3, 512] × 2 [3 × 3, 512] ×3 [3 × 3, 512] × 3 [3 × 3, 512] × 3 [3 × 3, 512] × 3 
    [1 × 1, 2048] [1 × 1, 2048] [1 × 1, 2048] 
 1 × 1 average pool, 1000-d fc, softmax 

FLOPs 1.8 × 109 3.6 × 109 3.8 × 109 7.6 × 109 11.3 × 109 

In our research, we determined that ResNet50 and ResNet101 were ideal candidates 

to be included in our study of CNNs. ResNet50 could be considered the standard version 

of ResNet, and has seen great success in the realm of image classification. ResNet101 has 

gone up against VGG-16 in several tests, and has seen impressive results, sometimes best-

ing that particular CNN [33]. 
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3.5. Inception v2/Inception v3 

Prior to the creation of Inception, most of the popular CNNs were content to just 

stack convolution layers deeper and deeper on top of one another, in the hope of attaining 

better performance and higher accuracy. Inception worked in a different way; using a 

great deal of science, it was complex and heavily engineered. It was able to evolve quickly, 

leading to advancements and several different Inception versions that are still currently 

in use [34]. An example of the Inception architecture can be seen in Figure 5 [35]. 

 

Figure 5. Recreated Inception architecture with dimension reductions, based on original image 

found in [35]. 

Inception hoped to solve the problem of the salient parts of images, which can vary 

in size depending on several factors. Because of this particular variation, it was extremely 

important for CNNs concerned with image classification to obtain the correct kernel size 

for convolution. A larger kernel size would be preferred for image information that is 

more global (the salient information is the entire image), whereas a smaller kernel would 

be useful where the image information is more local. 

To solve this issue, the idea was to have filters that could have multiple sizes; instead 

of the network going deeper as is typical, it would instead go wider. Thus, Inception was 

conceived. In this particular paper, we made use of both Inception v2 and Inception v3 for 

use in our study. Inception v2 was proposed to reduce the potential bottleneck and loss 

of information from Inception v1, as well as to make the convolutions more efficient. For 

Inception v3, 7-by-7 convolutions were introduced, as well as some adjustments for aux-

iliary classifiers that were not significantly contributing to Inception v2. This leads to dif-

ferent versions of Inception that, while sharing some similarities, can have substantial dif-

ferences in image classification [21]. 

4. Discussion 

As noted previously, the purpose of this study was to determine which of the CNN 

methods currently being tested is the most effective with respect to accuracy and other 

metrics, including classification report. The most favorable method or methods would 

then be put forth as a candidate for further testing to potentially augment the current 

username and password authentication method with facial biometrics. A quick break-

down of our preliminary results can be found in the following figures. 
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4.1. Results 

From the LFW dataset that was utilized, we had 4788 unique datapoints (images), 

and 423 labels (individuals). This led to a rather large imbalance in the dataset, which in 

turn caused a significant decrease in both recall and F1-Scores, the latter of which is re-

flected in Figure 6a. The accuracy of the dataset, when using an 80/20 testing/training split, 

can be seen in Figure 6b. A more complete breakdown of the classification report for all 

tested CNN models can be found in Table 4, which further shows the discrepancies be-

tween precision, recall, and F1-Score. We plan to incorporate more balanced datasets in 

the future to correct these issues. 

 

Figure 6. Results of CNN Image Classification testing by (a) F1-Score and (b) Accuracy, 80/20 Split. 

Table 4. Further analysis of Classification Report for our tested CNNs, 80/20 Split. 

CNN Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

AlexNet 0.61 0.66 0.15 0.24 

Xception 0.52 0.57 0.11 0.18 

Inception v2 0.68 0.7 0.18 0.29 

Inception v3 0.67 0.75 0.19 0.3 

ResNet50 0.71 0.76 0.28 0.41 

ResNet101 0.72 0.75 0.22 0.34 

VGG16 0.84 0.84 0.36 0.5 

VGG19 0.8 0.8 0.29 0.43 

As seen in Table 4, VGG-16 followed by VGG-19 performed best within the group 

with respect to both F1-Score and overall image classification accuracy. We believe this 

result is due to the novel way that VGG handles the convolutional layers, though it is a 

bit surprising that VGG-16 outperformed VGG-19, even though the latter utilized addi-

tional convolutional layers. The results we obtained for VGG-16 and VGG-19 are reason-

able when compared to other comparative studies of CNN in the literature. 

In addition to the typical 80 percent training, 20 percent testing split of the dataset, 

we have also included the results for both 70/30 and 60/40 training/testing splits. While 

we will focus most of the discussion on the typical 80/20 split, it is important to also note 

the results of the other splits that were tested, which can be found in Figures 7 and 8, 

respectively. 
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Figure 7. Results of CNN Image Classification testing by (a) F1-Score and (b) Accuracy, 70/30 Split. 

In Figure 7, we see the results of changing the testing and training splits to 70% train-

ing images, and 30% testing images. Even with a smaller subset of images to train on, we 

saw a moderate increase in classification report metrics, as well as in overall image accu-

racy as opposed to the 80/20 training/testing split, as can be observed in Figure 7b. The 

largest gains made belong to AlexNet and Xception, which both saw increases in the meas-

urable metrics. We postulate that, due to the particular way that both AlexNet and Xcep-

tion work, the increase in testing images had a more marked effect on those than any of 

our other tested CNNs. 

 

Figure 8. Results of CNN Image Classification testing by (a) F1-Score and (b) Accuracy, 60/40 Split. 

In Figure 8, we see the results of changing the testing and training splits to 60% train-

ing and 40% testing images. As with the previous increase in testing images, most CNNs 

saw an overall improvement in their classification report metrics and in their overall im-

age accuracy. However, both VGG-16 and VGG-19 saw a slight reduction in the measured 

metrics. This could be due in part to the reduced amount of training images, which led to 

a plateau in the overall image classification accuracy for VGG-16 and VGG-19. For 

AlexNet and Xception, we again saw the best gains of any of our CNN models, which 

moved their performance from among the worst CNNs that we tested to somewhere in 

the middle of the pack. In contrast with the VGG models, in our experiments, AlexNet 

and Xception required less training on a reduced number of images, while still attaining 

impressive accuracy. 

While both VGG-16 and VGG-19 showed impressive accuracy in all the tested con-

figurations, they were not without their drawbacks. Although we are not currently factor-

ing in processing time in our results, it should be noted that both VGG-16 and VGG-19 

performed poorly with respect to those metrics, which can be viewed in detail in Table 5. 

Further testing will be conducted in the future to determine how much of an effect those 

two particular metrics may have on our results. 
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Table 5. Comparison of Computational Time between CNNs. 

CNN Model Trainable Params 80/20 Split 70/30 Split 60/40 Split 

AlexNet 62,378,344 3 min 25 s 3 min 41 s 4 min 05 s 

Xception 22,855,952 3 min 54 s 4 min 07 s 4 min 19 s 

Inception v2 55,813,192 3 min 11 s 3 min 51 s 4 min 39 s 

Inception v3 23,817,352 2 min 41 s 2 min 58 s 3 min 24 s 

ResNet50 25,583,592 2 min 56 s 3 min 32 s 3 min 39 s 

ResNet101 44,601,832 3 min 18 s 3 min 41 s 3 min 56 s 

VGG16 138,357,544 7 min 33 s 8 min 39 s 10 min 24 s 

VGG19 143,667,240 8 min 01 s 9 min 41 s 11 min 55 s 

We have included here a brief example of correctly and incorrectly classified images 

with respect to some of the CNN architectures that were tested. While the models did 

reach a consensus on some of the images, several images were correctly classified by some 

of the models, and incorrectly classified by others. As can be viewed in Figure 9, there was 

sometimes a rather significant discrepancy, even between similar models (such as VGG-

16 and VGG-19). 

 

Figure 9. Example of correctly and incorrectly identified images by CNN model. 

Moving clockwise from the top left image, we can see that both VGG models correctly 

identified the individual, yet there was a discrepancy between ResNet50 and ResNet101′s 

conclusions. For the image at the top right, again ResNet50 and ResNet101 reached differ-

ent conclusions, as did VGG16 and VGG19. The image at the bottom right found VGG16 

and VGG19 again at odds, along with Inception v2 and Inception v3, which incorrectly 

and correctly identified the images, respectively. Finally, the image at the bottom left was 

correctly identified by seven of the eight models, with AlexNet being the only outlier. 

It is interesting to see different conclusions being reached even among similar CNN 

models. In the case of ResNet50 and ResNet101, this discrepancy is likely due to the dis-

parate number of trainable parameters between the two models; as for VGG16 and 

VGG19, the three extra convolutional layers in VGG19 led to that model finding different 

results from VGG16 in the top left and bottom left images. In addition, while both models 

of the Inception architecture found a consensus with three of the images in Figure 9, the 

disagreement caused by the bottom-left image could be due to the widening gap between 

their number of trainable parameters, or other minor differences between the two versions 

of Inception that we utilized. 
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4.2. Conclusion and Future Work 

While there were clear winners in our experiments with respect to both accuracy and 

our other evaluation metrics, at this time none of the results rise to the level necessary to 

be considered as a candidate for facial biometric security enhancement. An accuracy level 

of greater than 80 percent, while reasonably high, does not meet the standard expected 

for augmentation of security protocols already in place. We need to continue to work to-

wards increasing our level of accuracy; as such, we propose the following items for future 

work in this topic. 

We plan to investigate and incorporate larger and more balanced datasets, and to test 

our image classification models against those datasets. Several such datasets exist in the 

literature, with not only a number of images far exceeding what we had available to us 

with the LFW dataset, but also with a more balanced number of images and labels. The 

proposed larger datasets will give our models more information, and should increase their 

ability to better discern the various labels that are provided. 

While the eight CNN models that we tested had varying amounts of efficacy with 

respect to image classification accuracy, we need to investigate additional classification 

techniques for experimentation. Incorporating more CNN models, as well as more models 

of different image classification methods, will make our testing more robust and effective. 

This is necessary if we hope to achieve our goal of augmenting the current username/pass-

word standard with facial biometrics. 

The CNN models utilized in this study were implemented and tested using only their 

default parameters. This effectively hamstrings these models, and limits their overall im-

age classification accuracy. For future work in this topic, it will be necessary to incorporate 

a method of adjusting and examining the parameters available for each of our image clas-

sification methods, to ensure that we are achieving the highest image classification accu-

racy, as well as the best level of classification report possible. In the literature, many of 

these parameters have been tested and documented for several of the CNNs included in 

our study; however, there yet remain many different configurations that we should inves-

tigate further to best attain the highest image accuracy possible. 

Finally, while image classification accuracy was paramount in this study, it would be 

unreasonable to ignore other evaluation factors. Security methods, especially those that 

work with real-time systems, need to be fast and agile; as such, processing time and 

memory allocation size play a role in the efficacy of these methods. In the future, we need 

to evaluate our image classification methods not only with accuracy metrics and classifi-

cation reports, but also with respect to how much memory each model uses, as well as 

how much processing time it takes for that model to classify the images. It is only by in-

corporating these additional evaluation metrics that we will be able to truly put forth a 

candidate that can augment the current username/password standard. 
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